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Vector General Icons Crack License Code & Keygen Download For PC

• Over 1,500 Icon sets, arranged
in more than 12 categories. The
selection includes: Categories
such as Transport &Travel, Office,
Information &Communication,
Education, Health, Finance
&Business, Sport, Entertainment,
Science and Weather, as well as:
111 Categories of Men icons. •
Icons suitable for the following
operating systems: Windows (7,
8, 8.1, 10), Android, iOS, Mac
OSX, Chrome OS, Symbian,
BlackBerry OS, Palm OS, more. •
All the icons are in high quality
PNG format (scalable) and vector
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graphics in SVG format. • All the
icon sets are provided in BMP,
PNG, PSD, ICO formats. • A
wealth of application examples
such as: third-party apps,
wallpapers, themes and games,
how-to videos, interactive apps
and books and much more. • All
the icons are provided in two
formats: one for free use and the
other for the commercial use • All
the icon sets are provided in 3
standard sizes: x48, 96 and 256
px. • The icons are placed in a
transparent vector object so there
is no need to copy and paste. •
All the icon sets are free for non-
commercial use and to download.
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• All the icon sets are free and
their use is not limited to personal
use. • All the icon sets are free for
download and are not delivered
to a third party. Android Design
Library is a collection of high-
quality icons that provide a more
consistent set of icons for use in
your Android applications. These
icons are created with care and
come in two sizes (16 and
32x32). If you are a developer
looking to make your Android
applications more professional,
we recommend you to use these
icons. Android Design Library
Icons Description: • 167 ready-to-
use icons, arranged in: Action &
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UX, Flags, Miscellaneous, Base
and Icons, Platform, Social and
Camera. • iOS-inspired icons,
modified to work in Android. •
They are free to download and
use for personal and commercial
purposes. Adafruit GFX is a free,
comprehensive collection of icons
that are useful for many projects.
There are over 100 designs of
icons in the set: buttons, labels,
check boxes, radio buttons,
switches, sliders, containers, and
more. You can use the icons for
iOS projects or in a web or
desktop application. ArtCraft is
one of the best icon
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Vector General Icons is a freely
licensed icon set that provides a
wide range of web- and
application-related images:
buttons, dialog boxes, icons,
folders, graphics, objects and
more. The icons are given in
vector format, which means that
they can easily be used in
professional graphic design
applications such as CorelDraw. It
is a set of icons primarily
designed for the creation of web
sites and other web-based media,
but also provide images that can
be used for a wide range of
applications. The set includes
more than 1,500 icons, most of
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which are 16x16, 16x32, 24x24,
24x32, 32x32, 32x64 and 48x48
pixels in size. The icons are
contained in two archive formats:
PNG, ICO and PSD. Vector General
Icons: Leaflet Plugins Weight:
1,164.9 KB 2012-06-21 US
$399.00 Land-use vector shape,
developed by Maps Over, is an
abstract shape, which provides a
kind of icon for different land-use
shapes (like - woodland,
agricultural area, urban area,
etc.). This product is a set of
different shapes; however, it can
be used for any land-use shape. It
contains 10 shapes in standard
sizes. The shapes in the product
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can be used for any map (world
map, state map, country map,
city map and so on). And it
includes all sizes from 16x16,
16x32, 24x24, 32x32, 32x64 and
48x48 pixels to 256x256 pixels.
Rector vector shape, developed
by Maps Over, is an abstract
shape, which provides a kind of
icon for different land-use shapes
(like - woodland, agricultural area,
urban area, etc.). This product is
a set of different shapes;
however, it can be used for any
land-use shape. It contains 10
shapes in standard sizes. The
shapes in the product can be
used for any map (world map,
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state map, country map, city map
and so on). And it includes all
sizes from 16x16, 16x32, 24x24,
32x32 b7e8fdf5c8
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Vector General Icons is a
comprehensive and scalable
vector icon set designed to help
you create high quality vector
icons for your software
application and website. It
includes 4 different icon styles
with 2,500 icons including
256x256 pixels icons. It will help
you create eye-catching,
professional icons in a matter of
seconds. Product Vector General
Icons PSD Vector General Icons is
a comprehensive and scalable
vector icon set designed to help
you create high quality vector
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icons for your software
application and website. It
includes 4 different icon styles
with 2,500 icons including
256x256 pixels icons. It will help
you create eye-catching,
professional icons in a matter of
seconds. 1.0 10 KB 2481 x 2222
PNG Vector General Icons is a
comprehensive and scalable
vector icon set designed to help
you create high quality vector
icons for your software
application and website. It
includes 4 different icon styles
with 2,500 icons including
256x256 pixels icons. It will help
you create eye-catching,
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professional icons in a matter of
seconds. Description: Vector
General Icons is a comprehensive
and scalable vector icon set
designed to help you create high
quality vector icons for your
software application and website.
It includes 4 different icon styles
with 2,500 icons including
256x256 pixels icons. It will help
you create eye-catching,
professional icons in a matter of
seconds. DESCRIPTION: Vector
Icon Set is a complete set of
professional vector icons for
applications, software, and
personal web sites. Each icon is
created to be scalable and
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therefore useable in any design
size from 1x to 1024x1024. There
are four different icon styles:
strokes, fill, outline, and path;
however each style can be used
individually as well. This
collection consists of 2,500
different icons. PRODUCT: Vector
Icon Set is a complete set of
professional vector icons for
applications, software, and
personal web sites. Each icon is
created to be scalable and
therefore useable in any design
size from 1x to 1024x1024. There
are four different icon styles:
strokes, fill, outline, and path;
however each style can be used
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individually as well. This
collection consists of 2,500
different icons. PRODUCT: Vector
Icon Set is a complete set of
professional vector icons for
applications, software, and
personal web sites. Each icon is
created to be scalable and
therefore useable in any design

What's New In?

Vector General Icons is a
wonderful vector icon set
specially designed for software
development. It contains 600 high-
quality icons for applications such
as web browsers, programming
editors, IDEs and so on. According
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to the vector style, these icons
are easy to vectorize so they can
be easily inserted into web pages
or software packages. In addition,
the icon pack includes some non-
vector files. To make the design
process of vector graphic simple
and flexible, the icon set is
available in the following formats:
• 16x16, 24x24, 32x32, and
64x64 • PNG, GIF, BMP, ICO, and
EPS formats • Sharp, Gradient,
and the Standard styles If you
have a tight budget or cannot
afford new software
development, this icon set is
suitable for you. It works perfect
in both the Mac and Windows
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environments. I really love how
easy it is to use and how well
organized the icons are. Also, it
has great support from the
author, providing me with all
sorts of icons that I asked for.
Robert Pavalko The icons are
awesome, but I have a problem.
My program won't work on
Windows 7. The program creates
an icon file based on the icon
name. So if I have an icon called
'flash' for flash Player, then it
creates a flash.ico in the icons
folder. This works fine in windows
XP and vista but windows 7 and
windows 2008 won't open them.
I've tried using the icon packer to
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compress them and it does work,
but in Photoshop the icon looks
slightly different to the original
and the icon size doesn't work
either. But if I compress the
original icons the size and loading
time will be a lot longer. I'd really
like to use these icons, but I'm
not sure whether I should give up
on that. Sasha Abdouraki I can
give this program a 5/5 rating.
The icons all load perfectly in
Photoshop. I can also use them in
my program without any
problems. I can't believe how well
organized this package is. Paul
Rausch I'm very happy with this
program, I really thought I would
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have to reinvent the wheel, but
its well worth it. The icons work in
Photoshop and most programs I
have use. Its simple to use, and
the license is very reasonable for
these high quality icons. I have
used many different icon sets to
work with, and
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System Requirements For Vector General Icons:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP, Vista,
7 or 8 Processor: Intel Pentium 4
1.3 GHz / AMD Athlon II 1.3 GHz
Memory: 1 GB RAM DirectX: 9.0c
Hard Drive: 2 GB available space
Sound Card: Microsoft DirectX
9.0c compatible sound card
Network: Broadband Internet
connection Additional:
Recommended: OS: Windows 7 or
8 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4
GHz or AMD Phenom II
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